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State Laws Will Make the Difference
THE REALITY OF ROE ACROSS THE COUNTRY

With two of Trump’s anti-choice nominees now on the Supreme Court, the threat of overturning 
Roe v. Wade, criminalizing abortion and punishing women, is real and immediate. Access, already 
severely limited for many in the country, will never improve if the legal foundation that Roe provides 
is ripped out from under us. 

But we’re not powerless. It’s more important than ever that we look to our state lawmakers and act 
on what we can do in our own backyard to fight for the ability to access safe and legal abortion.
 
NATIONAL SNAPSHOT
We have work to do—nationally, there are significantly more states that could quickly or 
immediately ban abortion should Roe be overturned than there are states that have taken steps to 
enshrine those rights. 

States at Greatest Risk

Seven states have "Expressed 
Intent" articulated in law their 
interest in restricting abortion to 
the maximum extent allowed by 
the Supreme Court: AR KS, KY, LA, 
MO, ND, and OH.

7

12 Twelve states either have a ban 
on abortion from the pre-Roe era, a 
"trigger ban" that would criminalize 
abortion immediately in the state 
should Roe be overturned, or both: 
AL, AZ, AR, LA, MI, MS, NM, ND, OK, 
SD, WV, and WI.

NARAL Pro-Choice America’s Reality of Roe campaign aims to educate and mobilize people on the threats 
to Roe v. Wade and the critical opportunities to fight back. For more information visit RealityOfRoe.com.
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State protections are critical for any state that wants to preserve the rights of its residents and 
make known that women are not criminals simply for accessing healthcare. 

Now, more than ever, lawmakers should work to enshrine and expand protections where they 
can, and fight to hold the line against further attacks where anti-choice electeds continue to 
ignore the pro-choice majority. 
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Ten states have a protection 
for abortion written into law, 
enshrining Roe’s protections in 
state law should Roe be overturned 
by the Supreme Court. Should 
Congress ever pass a federal ban, 
it could override these state laws, 
but there’s no doubt that they are 
lifesaving stopgaps: CA, CT, DE, HI, 
ME, MD, NV, NY, OR, and WA.
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9 Nine states have a recognized State 
Constitutional Protection. This less 
secure type of protection exists 
when the state’s highest court 
rules that the state constitution 
recognizes the right to abortion: AK, 
CA, FL, IA, MA, MN, MT, NJ, and NM.
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Twenty-three states have 
completely anti-choice controlled 
state governments, including the 
governor and both chambers of 
the legislature. This means the 
legislature could immediately 
enact a ban on abortion with little 
to no opposition: AL, AK, AZ, AR, FL, 
GA, ID, IN, IA, KY, LA, MS, MO, NE, ND, 
OH, OK, SD, TN, TX, UT, WV, and WY.

23

14 Thirteen states and the District 
of Columbia have pro-choice 
controlled governments, including 
the governor and both chambers of 
the state legislature. CA, DC, DE, HI, 
NJ, OR and WA were joined by CO, 
CT, IL, ME, NV, NM, and NY after the 
2018 election.

Pro-Choice and Anti-Choice Majorities


